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Abstract. We derive the second-order post-Minkowskian solution for the small-deflection
motion of test particles in the external field of the Kerr-Newman black hole via an iterative
method. The analytical results are exhibited in the coordinate system constituted by the
particles’ initial velocity unit vector, impact vector, and their cross-product. The achieved
formulas explicitly give the dependences of the particles’ trajectory and velocity on the time
once their initial position and velocity are specified, and can be applied not only to a massive
particle, but also to a photon as well.
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1. introduction
One primary object of general relativity is to provide the motion laws for the bodies in the
strong gravitational fields. When the bodies’ mass is much less than that of the gravitational
source and their sizes are much smaller than the characteristic length of the gravitational field,
the bodies can be regarded as the test particles, which include the massive particles and the
massless ones.
The motion can be classified as the bound motion and the unbound one. For the massive
particles, people have mainly focused on the bound motion and achieved a number of the
analytical solutions for a variety of spacetimes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19]. Specifically, Hackmann and Xu [20] have classified the colatitudinal and radial
motion of a charged particle in the Kerr-Newman spacetime, and formulated the solutions to
the motion in terms of the elliptic functions dependent on the Mino time [3]. On the other
hand, the unbound motion of the massless particles in various spacetimes has been explored
in-depth, e,g, the light propagation in the gravitational fields of the (static or moving) multiple
bodies [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49], and the black holes [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] as well. Recently,
we have obtained an analytical solution for the photon’s unbound motion in the Kerr-Newman
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spacetime [59]. Since the motion laws of the massive particles are different from that of
the photon, it is of theoretical significance to achieve an unified solution for the unbound
test particles, which are not limited to the photon. Moreover, GRAVITY collaboration has
successfully measured the orbit of the star S2 around the supermassive black hole candidate
Sgr A* in the galactic center, with the pericentre being about 1400 Schwarzschild radii [60].
This implies that the stellar motion in the strong gravitational field has now become detectable
with the current technologies. The future Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) [61] has higher
capabilities for an angular resolution and a ultra-deep spectroscopy, and will provide more
measurements of the stellar orbits/trajectories in the strong fields. These observations may
serve as one fundamental test of general relativity. Therefore, it is also desirable from the
applied views to obtain the analytical solutions to the trajectory and velocity of the unbound
bodies.
When the gravitational fields are not extremely strong but beyond the accuracy of the
Newtonian theory, people usually employ the post-Newtonian (PN) or post-Minkowskian
(PM) approximations to calculate the motion of the test particles in these kinds of fields.
Notice that the PN approximations usually assume that the characteristic velocity of the under-
investigation system is non-relativistic. But the motion of the relativistic particles including
the photon in the weak gravitational fields are classified into the PN approximations in the
Weinberg’s textbook [62]. So we do not distinguish the PN approximations and the PM ones
throughout this paper.
In this work, we derive the trajectory and velocity of the small-deflection particles
with/without mass in the gravitational field of a Kerr-Newman black hole via an iterative
method in the PM approximations. The iterative method can be used for various spacetimes
and up to the arbitrary-order PM approximations under the small-deflection condition. The
achieved solutions are formulated in terms of the particles’ initial position and velocity and
the time in the harmonic coordinates, and do not involve any elliptic functions. One aim
of this work is to achieve a good precision in solving the geodetic equation without slow
and complicated numerical methods. On the other hand, the analytical solutions are usually
preferred since they can exhibit the effects of the source’s parameters (mass, charge, and
angular momentum) on the particles’ motion explicitly. Another goal of this work is to provide
an unified description for the test particles’ small-deflection motion in the Kerr-Newman
spacetime, which generalizes our previous work about the photon’s motion [59].
Since the astrophysical black holes usually don’t carry residual charges, the applicable
scenarios of this work are mainly for the cases in which the neutral/charged particle moves
in the Kerr spacetime. On the other hand, it can not be excluded the possibility that there
might exist charged black holes in the Universe, and in this sense the formulations for the
Kerr-Newman spacetime are more general than those for the Kerr spacetime, but the achieved
formulas in this work are not applicable to the case in which both the test particle and the
black hole carry charges.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the PM dynamics equation
for the test particles in Kerr-Newman spacetime. In Section 3 we derive the 2PM solutions
to the trajectory and velocity of the unbound test particles. Section 4 gives the corresponding
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formulas for two special cases. The discussions and summaries are given in Section 5.
2. The 2PM harmonic metric and geodesic equation for the Kerr-Newman spacetime
We assume that the Kerr-Newman black hole has mass m, electric charge q, and the angular
momentum J . The harmonic metric for the Kerr-Newman spacetime [63] in the 2PM
approximations can be written as
g00 = − 1 + 2m
r
− 2m
2 + q2
r2
, (1)
g0i = ζ
i , (2)
gij =
(
1 +
2m
r
+
m2
r2
)
δij +
(m2 − q2)xixj
r4
, (3)
where r ≡ |x| with x ≡ (x1, x2, x3) denotes the position vector of the field point, ζ i is the
i-th component of the gravitational vector potential ζ ≡ 2(x × J)/r3. The natural units in
which the gravitational constant and the light speed in vacuum are set as 1 are chosen, as well
as the metric signature (− + ++) with Greek indices running from 0 to 3 and Latin indices
running from 1 to 3.
The motion of the test particles including the photon in general relativity is described by
the geodesic equation [21, 62, 64]
d2xi
dt2
+ Γi00 + 2Γ
i
0j
dxj
dt
+ Γijk
dxj
dt
dxk
dt
−
(
Γ000 + 2Γ
0
0j
dxj
dt
+ Γ0jk
dxj
dt
dxk
dt
)dxi
dt
= 0 , (4)
with Γµαβ being the Christoffel symbol
Γµαβ =
1
2
gρµ
(∂gρβ
∂xα
+
∂gρα
∂xβ
− ∂gαβ
∂xρ
)
. (5)
Substituting Eqs. (1)-(3) into Eq. (4), we can obtain the 2PM dynamics equation of the
test particles in the Kerr-Newman spacetime
d2x
dt2
= −mx
r3
+
(4m2 + q2)x
r4
+
4mr − 2m2 − 2q2
r4
(
x· dx
dt
)dx
dt
− (mr − q
2)x
r4
∣∣∣dx
dt
∣∣∣2
+
(2m2 − 2q2)x
r6
(
x· dx
dt
)2
+
dx
dt
×(∇×ζ)− dx
dt
{dx
dt
·
[(dx
dt
·∇
)
ζ
]}
. (6)
Notice that this equation valids for both the massive particles and the massless ones.
3. The 2PM solution for the motion of the test particles in the Kerr-Newman spacetime
In this section we derive the 2PM analytical solutions to the trajectory and velocity of the
test particles in the Kerr-Newman spacetime via an iterative method. We solve the geodesic
equation order-by-order, similar to the procedure adopted in our previous work [59]. More
specifically, we first give the Minkowskian solutions, and then utilize them to calculate
the 1PM contributions, and then make use of the Minkowskian solutions and the 1PM
contributions to further calculate the 2PM contributions.
We assume that a particle has position xe and velocity ve ≡ ven with n being the unit
vector at an initial time te. The velocity may be relativistic or non-relativistic, but it has to
satisfy the small-deflection condition which is defined in Eq. (19) below. Two small-deflection
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scenarios are shown in Figure 1. In the first scenario (Fig.1(a)), the test particle passes by the
black hole with a large impact factor. In the second scenario (Fig.1(b)), the test particle leaves
away from (or moves to) some position near but not very close to the black hole, and the
impact factor may be small or even zero. Here, the words “near but not very close to the
black hole” can be elaborated with a mathematical language: “near to the black hole” means
that the Newtonian potential φ≡−m
r
is not enough to characterize the particle’s dynamics,
and the higher-order effects from the black hole’s mass as well as angular momentum and
charge should be taken into account in the particle’s equations-of-motion; while “not very
close to the black hole” means that the effects whose magnitudes are cubic or higher orders
of the Newtonian potential can be neglected. In other words, we consider all the effects from
the black hole’s mass and angular momentum and charge on the particle’s motion, up to the
quadratic order of the Newtonian potential.
3.1. The Minkowskian solution
Let x0 denote the particle’s position vector at any time t≥ te in the Minkowskian spcetime.
For the zeroth-order approximation, Eq. (6) reduces to
d2x0
dt2
= 0 , (7)
and the Minkowskian solutions to the velocity and the trajectory of the particle can be written
as
dx0
dt
= ven , (8)
x0 = xe + ve(t− te)n . (9)
3.2. The 1PM solution
The 1PM solution for the motion of the test particle can be written as the sum of the
Minkowskian solution and the 1PM contributions. The 1PM contributions consist of two
parts: one is from the Newtonian potential, and the other is from the first-order relativistic
contribution (RC).
First we consider the Newtonian term xN contributed to the trajectory. In this case, the
solution can be written as
x = x0 + xN , (10)
and Eq. (6) reduces to
d2x
dt2
= −mx
r3
. (11)
Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (11), and only keeping the first-order PM terms
which are proportional to m , we have
d2xN
dt2
= − m|x0|3x0 . (12)
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In order to solve this equation conveniently, we decompose xN into the components
parallel and perpendicular to n:
xN‖ = (n·xN)n , (13)
xN⊥ = xN − (n·xN)n . (14)
Eq. (12) then yields
d2xN‖
dt2
= − m(n·x0)|x0|3 n , (15)
d2xN⊥
dt2
= − m|x0|3b , (16)
where b ≡ x0−n(n·x0) = xe−n(n·xe) is the impact vector joining the center of the Kerr-
Newman black hole and the point of the closest approach in the line of x0, whose amplitude
b ≡ |b| is the conventional impact parameter [44, 59, 62]. The plane spanned by the vectors n
and b is defined as the incident plane. Figure 1 gives the schematic diagram for the trajectory
of the test particle in the two different scenarios for the small-deflection motion.
(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for the small-deflection trajectory of the test particle in
the Kerr-Newman spacetime. The direction of the angular momentum J of black hole is
arbitrary. xe and ve are the initial position and velocity of the test particle. n denotes the
unit vector of the initial velocity and b denotes the impact vector. The particle’s trajectory
x = x0 +xN +x1RC +x2RC + · · · is denoted by the red dotted line and in general it is not in
the incident plane spanned by n×b. x0, xN, x1RC, x2RC represent the Minkowskian solution,
the Newtonian-term contribution, the first-order and the second-order relativistic contributions
to the trajectory. Notice that the 1PM contributions consist of the Newtonian-term and the
first-order relativistic contribution. (a) Scenario 1: the test particle passes by the black hole
with a large impact factor; (b) Scenario 2: the test particle leaves away from (or moves to)
some position near but not very close to the black hole, and the impact factor may be small or
even zero.
Integrating Eqs. (15) and (16), we get
dxN‖
dt
=
mn
ve
( 1
|x0| −
1
|xe|
)
, (17)
dxN⊥
dt
= − mb
veb2
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
. (18)
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Notice that for the small-deflection approximation we have
v2e 
m
|x0| . (19)
This condition is defined as the small-deflection condition of the test particle, and it is more
stringent than the condition under which the PM method can be applied.
Combining Eqs. (17) and (18), we have the velocity of the particle related to the
Newtonian term
dxN
dt
=
mn
ve
( 1
|x0| −
1
|xe|
)
− mb
veb2
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
. (20)
Integrating Eq. (20), we can obtain the contribution from the Newtonian term to the
trajectory of the particle
xN = −mn
v2e
[n·(x0−xe)
|xe| − ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe
]
− m|x0|b
v2e b
2
(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)
. (21)
Next we include the the first-order relativistic contribution which is comparable to the
Newtonian term only when ve is highly relativistic, and write the full 1PM solution as follow
x = x0 + xN + x1RC , (22)
with x1RC being the first-order relativistic contribution.
Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (6), and making use of Eqs. (9), (12), (20)-(21), we can
obtain
d2x1RC
dt2
= −v2e
mx0
|x0|3 + v
2
e
4m
|x0|3n(n·x0) , (23)
here the terms higher than the 1PM order have been dropped.
Similarly, we can decompose x1RC into the components parallel and perpendicular to n:
x1RC‖ = (n·x1RC)n , (24)
x1RC⊥ = x1RC − (n·x1RC)n . (25)
From Eqs. (23), (24) and (25) we have
d2x1RC‖
dt2
=
3mv2e
|x0|3 (n·x0)n , (26)
d2x1RC⊥
dt2
= − mv
2
e
|x0|3b . (27)
Integrating Eqs. (26) and (27), we can obtain the first-order relativistic contribution to the
velocity
dx1RC
dt
= 3ven
( m
|xe| −
m
|x0|
)
− vemb
b2
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
. (28)
The first-order relativistic contribution x1RC to the trajectory can be achieved via integrating
Eq. (28) as follow
x1RC = 3mn
[n·(x0−xe)
|xe| − ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe
]
− m|x0|b
b2
(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)
. (29)
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3.3. The 2PM solution
Following the same procedure, we can further deduce the 2PM trajectory and velocity for the
test particle using the iterative method. To the 2PM-order accuracy, the trajectory and velocity
solutions of Eq. (6) can be written as
x = x0 + xN + x1RC + x2RC , (30)
dx
dt
=
dx0
dt
+
dxN
dt
+
dx1RC
dt
+
dx2RC
dt
, (31)
with x2RC and dx2RCdt being the second-order relativistic contributions to the trajectory and
velocity respectively.
Similarly, we can decompose x2RC into the components parallel and perpendicular to n:
x2RC = x2RC‖ + x2RC⊥ (32)
with
x2RC‖ = (n·x2RC)n , (33)
x2RC⊥ = x2RC − (n·x2RC)n . (34)
Substituting Eqs. (30)-(34) into Eq. (6), making use of Eqs. (8), (9), (20), (21), (23), (28) and
(29), we can obtain
d2x2RC‖
dt2
=
m2n
|x0|3
{(
9v2e−6+
1
v2e
)(
2− 3b
2
|x0|2
)[
ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe −ve
(t− te)
|xe|
]
−
(
5v2e+2−
3
v2e
)n·xe
|xe|
+
[(
3v2e−1
)(6|x0|
|xe| −
q2
m2
)
−
(
13v2e−12+
3
v2e
)
− 2v
2
e(m
2−q2)b2
m2|x0|2
]n·x0
|x0|
−
(
9v2e+6−
3
v2e
)b2n·(x0−xe)
|x0|2|xe| +
v3e |x0|3n·[(n·∇)ζ]
m2
}
, (35)
d2x2RC⊥
dt2
=
m2b
|x0|3
{(
−18+ 6
v2e
)n·x0
|x0|2 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe +
(
9v2e−
3
v2e
) 1
|x0| −
(
10v2e−16+
6
v2e
) 1
|xe|
−
(
3v2e+2−
1
v2e
)|x0|
b2
+
[(
3v2e−12+
9
v2e
) 1
|x0|2 +
(
3v2e+2−
1
v2e
)1
b2
]xe ·x0
|xe|
− 2b
2v2e
|x0|3 −
(v2e − 1)q2
m2|x0| +
2q2b2v2e
m2|x0|3
}
+ ve×(∇×ζ). (36)
where the terms higher than the 2PM order have been dropped. Here and from now on the
vector potential ζ is evaluated by 2(x0×J)/|x0|3. In the following integration we will use the
identity of xe ·x0=b2+(n·xe)(n·x0) .
Integrating Eqs. (35) and (36), we can obtain the second-order relativistic contribution to
the velocity
dx2RC
dt
=
dx2RC‖
dt
+
dx2RC⊥
dt
, (37)
with
dx2RC‖
dt
= vem
2n
{(
−9+ 6
v2e
− 1
v4e
)n·x0
|x0|3 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe −
( 6
v2e
− 2
v4e
) 1
|xe|
( 1
|x0| −
1
|xe|
)
+
[(
2− 3
v2e
+
1
v4e
)
+
(3
2
− 1
2v2e
) q2
m2
]( 1
|x0|2−
1
|xe|2
)
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+
(m2−q2)b2
2m2
( 1
|x0|4−
1
|xe|4
)
+
(
1+
2
v2e
+
1
v4e
)n·xe
b2|xe|
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
−
(
6− 8
v2e
+
2
v4e
)( xe ·x0
|xe||x0|3−
1
|xe|2
)
− 2v
2
en·(x0×J)
m2|x0|3
}
. (38)
dx2RC⊥
dt
= n×b
{
2n·J
( 1
|x0|3−
1
|xe|3
)
− 2b·J
b2
( n·x0
b2|x0| −
n·xe
b2|xe|+
n·x0
|x0|3 −
n·xe
|xe|3
)}
+ veb
{( 6
v2e
− 2
v4e
) m2
|x0|3 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe −
(
5− 10
v2e
+
1
v4e
) m2
b2|xe|
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
−
[(3
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)m2
b3
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
)q2
b3
](
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
+
(
1− 4
v2e
+
3
v4e
)m2n·(x0−xe)
|xe||x0|3 −
(
3+
2
v2e
− 1
v4e
)m2(n·xe)
b2|xe|
( 1
|x0| −
1
|xe|
)
+
[(15
4
− 3
v2e
− 1
2v4e
)m2
b2
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
)q2
b2
](n·x0
|x0|2 −
n·xe
|xe|2
)
−
(m2
2
− q
2
2
)(n·x0
|x0|4 −
n·xe
|xe|4
)
− 2(n×b)·J
b4ve
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)}
. (39)
The second-order relativistic contributionx2RC to the trajectory can be achieved via integrating
Eqs (38) and (39)
x2RC‖= n
m2
b
{[(27
4
− 3
v2e
)
−
(5
4
− 1
2v2e
) q2
m2
](
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
+
[(
9− 6
v2e
+
1
v4e
) b
|x0| −
( 6
v2e
− 2
v4e
) b
|xe|
]
ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe +
b(m2−q2)
4m2
(n·x0
|x0|2 −
n·xe
|xe|2
)
+
[(11
2
− 8
v2e
+
2
v4e
) b2
|xe|2 +
q2b2
2m2|xe|2−
(
2− 9
v2e
+
3
v4e
)
−
(3
2
− 1
2v2e
) q2
m2
]bn·(x0−xe)
|xe|2
+
[(
1+
2
v2e
+
1
v4e
)(|x0|
b2
− xe ·x0|xe|b2
)
+
(
6− 8
v2e
+
2
v4e
)( 1
|x0| −
2
|xe|+
xe ·x0
|xe|3
)]b(n·xe)
|xe|
−
[(
6− 8
v2e
+
2
v4e
) b
|xe|+
2v2e(n×b)·J
bm2
](n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)}
. (40)
x2RC⊥= b
m2
b2
{[( 6
v2e
− 2
v4e
)n·x0
|x0| −
(
3+
2
v2e
− 1
v4e
)n·xe
|xe|
]
ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe +
(
3− 4
v2e
+
1
v4e
)
ln
|x0|
|xe|
−
[(3
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
) q2
m2
]n·x0
b
(
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
+
(1
4
− q
2
4m2
)( b2
|x0|2−
b2
|xe|2
)
+
[(
8− 8
v2e
)|x0|
|xe| −
(
1− 4
v2e
+
3
v4e
)] xe ·x0
|xe||x0|
+
[(15
4
− 3
v2e
− 1
2v4e
)
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
) q2
m2
−
(1
2
− q
2
2m2
) b2
|xe|2
](
1−xe ·x0|xe|2
)
−
(
2+
6
v2e
− 4
v4e
)
−
(
5− 10
v2e
+
1
v4e
)|x0|
|xe| −
2|x0|(n×b)·J
ve b2m2
(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)}
+ n×b
{2n·J
b2ve
[n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe| −
b2n·(x0−xe)
|xe|3
]
+
2b·J
b2ve
[ 1
|x0| −
2
|xe| −
|x0|
b2
+
xe ·x0
b2|xe|
(
1+
b2
|xe|2
)]}
. (41)
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For readers’ convenience, some integrals used in the derivations are given in Appendix
A.
It is worth pointing out that the above formulas valid for the cases in which the particle
leaves away from (or moves to) some position near to the black hole with v2e m/|x0| and
any impact factor. In the limit of b→ 0, we can expanded the above equations into the powers
of b, and arrive at the following solutions
d2x
dt2
=
mn
|x0|2
{(
3v2e−1
)(
1− q
2
m|x0|
)
+
m
|x0|
[(
18v2e−12+
2
v2e
)
ln
|x0|
|xe| −
(
2− 2
v2e
)
+
(
6− 2
v2e
)|x0|
|xe|
]}
+ b
m2
|x0|4
{
−(v2e+1)
|x0|
m
+
(
9v2e−
3
v2e
)
−
(
18− 6
v2e
)
ln
|x0|
|xe| −
(3v2e
2
+1− 1
2v2e
)(
1− |x0||xe|
)2
−
(
10v2e−16+
6
v2e
)|x0|
|xe|+
(
3v2e−12+
9
v2e
) xe ·x0
|xe||x0| −
(v2e−1)q2
m2
− 2|x0|(n×b)·J
vem2b2
}
+ ve(n×b)
{ 2b·J
b2|x0|3−
6(n·J)(n·x0)
|x0|5
}
, (42)
dx
dt
=ven
{
1−
(
3− 1
v2e
)(
1+
2m
v2e |xe|
)( m
|x0| −
m
|xe|
)
−
(
9− 6
v2e
+
1
v4e
) m2
|x0|2 ln
|x0|
|xe|
−
[(9
2
− 4
v2e
+
3
2v4e
)
−
(3
2
− 1
2v2e
) q2
m2
]( m2
|x0|2−
m2
|xe|2
)}
+ veb
{[(1
2
+
1
2v2e
)
+
(5
2
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
) m
|xe|+
(n×b)·J
veb2m
]( m
|x0|2−
m
|xe|2
)
+
[(3
2
+
1
v2e
− 1
2v4e
) m2
|xe|2−
(
1− 4
v2e
+
3
v4e
) m2
|x0|2
]( 1
|x0| −
1
|xe|
)
+
( 6
v2e
− 2
v4e
) m2
|x0|3 ln
|x0|
|xe| −
[(5
2
− 7
3v2e
− 1
6v4e
)
+
(1
3
− 1
3v2e
) q2
m2
]( m2
|x0|3−
m2
|xe|3
)}
+n×b
{
2(n·J)
( 1
|x0|3−
1
|xe|3
)
− b·J
b2
( 1
|x0|2−
1
|xe|2
)}
, (43)
x= |x0|n
{
1− m|x0|
(
3− 1
v2e
)(
ln
|x0|
|xe| −
|x0|
|xe|+1
)
+
m2
|x0|2
[(
9− 6
v2e
+
1
v4e
)
−
( 6
v2e
− 2
v4e
)|x0|
|xe|
]
ln
|x0|
|xe|
+
m2
|x0||xe|
[(9
2
+
2
v2e
− 1
2v4e
)(|x0|
|xe| −1
)
+
(27
2
− 10
v2e
+
5
2v4e
)(|xe|
|x0| −1
)]
− 3v
2
e−1
2v2e
( q
|x0| −
q
|xe|
)2}
+ b
{
−
(1
2
+
1
2v2e
) m
|x0|
(
1− |x0||xe|
)2−[( 3
v2e
− 1
v4e
) m2
|x0|2−
(3
2
+
1
v2e
− 1
2v4e
) m2
|xe|2
]
ln
|x0|
|xe|
+
[(3
2
− 5
3v2e
+
1
6v4e
) m2
|xe|2−
(7
2
− 9
v2e
+
7
2v4e
) m2
|xe||x0|+
(1
3
− 1
3v2e
) q2
|xe|2
](
1− |x0||xe|
)
+
[(7
4
− 14
3v2e
+
23
12v4e
)
−
(1
6
− 1
6v2e
) q2
m2
]( m2
|x0|2−
m2
|xe|2
)
− (n×b)·J
veb2|x0|
(
1− |x0||xe|
)2}
+ n×b
{
−n·J
ve
[( 1
|x0|2−
1
|xe|2
)
+
2(|x0|−|xe|)
|xe|3
]
+
b·J
veb2|x0|
(
1− |x0||xe|
)2}
, (44)
here we have dropped the terms whose magnitudes are proportional to or higher orders than
b2.
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4. Two special cases
In this section we consider two special scenarios. For all cases, the Minkowskian solutions
to the velocity dx0
dt
and the trajectory x0 are described by Eqs. (8) and (9), so we only list
the 1PM and 2PM contributions to the velocity and the trajectory in the below. It is worth
emphasizing that the 1PM contributions consist of the Newtonian-term contribution and the
first-order relativistic contribution.
4.1. Case 1: the particle passes by the black hole with |xe|→−∞, |x0|→+∞, ve  m/b
In this case, the PM corrections to the Minkowskian solutions of the test particle’s velocity
and trajectory can be written as follows
dx1PM
dt
= ve
b
b
[
−
(
1+
1
v2e
)2m
b
]
, (45)
dx2PM
dt
= ven
[
−
(
1+
2
v2e
+
1
v4e
)2m2
b2
]
+ ven× b
b
(
− 4b·J
veb3
)
+ ve
b
b
[(3
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)pim2
b2
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
)piq2
b2
− 4(n× b)·J
veb3
]
, (46)
x1PM = mn
[(
3− 1
v2e
)n·(x0−xe)
|xe|
]
−mb
b
[(
1+
1
v2e
)(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)|x0|
b
]
, (47)
x2PM =
m2n
b
{
−
(
2+
4
v2e
+
2
v4e
)|x0|
b
}
− n×b
{2|x0|b·J
veb4
(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)}
+
m2b
b2
{
−
(
5− 10
v2e
+
1
v4e
)|x0|
|xe|+
(3
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)pi|x0|
b
+
(17
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)xe ·x0
|xe|2
−
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
) q2
m2
(xe ·x0
|xe|2 −
pi|x0|
b
)
− 2|x0|(n×b)·J
ve b2m2
(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)}
. (48)
For simplicity, Eqs. (47) and (48) only keep the leading terms whose magnitudes are
proportional to |x0|.
4.2. Case 2: the particle leaves away from some position near to the black hole with
vem/|xe| and |x0|→+∞
In this case we can simplify the PM contributions to the velocity and the trajectory of the test
particle as follows
dx1PM
dt
= ven
[(
3− 1
v2e
) m
|xe|
]
+ ve
b
b
[
−
(
1+
1
v2e
)m
b
(
1−n·xe|xe|
)]
, (49)
dx2PM
dt
=ven
{ m2
|xe|2
[(
5+
3
v2e
)
−
(3
2
− 1
2v2e
) q2
m2
− (m
2−q2)b2
2m2|xe|2
]
−
(
1+
2
v2e
+
1
v4e
)(
1−n·xe|xe|
)m2
b2
}
+ ve
b
b
{[(17
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)m2
b
−
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
)q2
b
+
(m2−q2)b
2|xe|2
]n·xe
|xe|2 −
(
5− 10
v2e
+
1
v4e
) m2
b|xe|
+
[(3
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)m2
b2
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
)q2
b2
]
arccos
n·xe
|xe| −
2(n×b)·J
veb3
(
1−n·xe|xe|
)}
+ n× b
b
{
− 2bn·J|xe|3 −
2b·J
b
( 1
b2
− n·xe
b2|xe| −
n·xe
|xe|3
)}
, (50)
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x1PM = mn
[(
3− 1
v2e
)n·x0
|xe|
]
+m
b
b
[
−
(
1+
1
v2e
)(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
) |x0|
b
]
, (51)
x2PM=
m2
b
n
{[(
5+
3
v2e
)
− (m
2−q2)b2
2|xe|2 −
(3
2
− 1
2v2e
) q2
m2
]b|x0|
|xe|2−
(
1+
2
v2e
+
1
v4e
)(
1−n·xe|xe|
)|x0|
b
}
+
m2b
b2
{[(17
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)
−
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
) q2
m2
+
(m2 − q2)b2
2m2|xe|2
]xe ·x0
|xe|2 −
(
5− 10
v2e
+
1
v4e
)|x0|
|xe|
+
|x0|
b
[(3
4
− 5
v2e
+
1
2v4e
)
+
(1
4
+
1
2v2e
) q2
m2
](
arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
− 2|x0|(n×b)·J
vem2b2
(
1− xe ·x0|xe||x0|
)}
+ n×b
{
− 2n·J
ve
|x0|
|xe|3 −
2b·J
b2ve
[ |x0|
b2
−xe ·x0|xe|
( 1
b2
+
1
|xe|2
)]}
. (52)
Again, Eqs. (51) and (52) only keep the leading terms whose magnitudes are proportional to
|x0|.
5. Discussions and Summaries
In this work we have derived the 2PM analytical solutions to the velocity and the trajectory
of the small-deflection particle in the Kerr-Newman spacetime, via an iterative method which
can be used for any spacetime and up to an arbitrary PM order in principle. The particle’s
trajectory is described by the combination of Eqs. (30), (9), (21), (29), (32), (40) and (41).
The velocity is described by the combination of Eqs. (31), (8), (20), (28) and (37)-(39). In
these formulas, all the arguments of the natural logarithm are positive, and there is no issue
about choosing its branches. All the arguments of the trigonometric function arccos are in
the range of [-1, 1], and only its principal branch is adopted. It is worth emphasizing that
these solutions are applicable only under the small-deflection condition v2e m/|x0| being
satisfied.
We have checked that these formulas recover the 2PN solutions of the photon’s trajectory
and velocity in the Kerr-Newman spacetime [59], when the initial velocity of the test particle
is set as
ve = 1− 2m|xe| +
5m2+q2
2x2e
− (m
2−q2)(n·xe)2
2x4e
− 2n·(x×J)|xe|3 , (53)
which is prescribed by the null-geodesic condition to the 2PM accuracy. The derivation of
Eq. (53) can be found in Appendix B. Therefore, the obtained formulas provide an unified
description for the small-deflection motion of the photon and the massive particle in the Kerr-
Newman spacetime to the 2PM accuracy. When the source’s angular momentum and charge
are dropped, our solutions reduce to the 1PM and 2PM solutions of the photon’s motion in the
Schwarzschild spacetime [21, 53]. Under the small-deflection approximation, this work also
extends the ones about the massive particle’s motion in the Schwarzschild spacetime [65, 66],
and the gravitational deflection of the massive particle in the equatorial plane of the Kerr-
Newman spacetime [67].
Finally, from the applied views, these formulas can be used to predict the trajectory and
the velocity of a body passing by a rotating black hole with a large impact factor, or the
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motion of a body moving inwards/outwards the black hole with any impact factor until the
small-deflection condition becomes invalid. Since the analytical solutions can be evaluated
directly without numerically solving the geodesic equation, they might be integrated into the
geodesic-equation solver in the theoretical templates to speed up the calculations about the
stellar’s motion in the strong gravitational fields.
Appendix A. Lists of integrals
The key integrals used in the derivations are listed as follows∫ t
te
vedt=n·x0−n·xe,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|dt=ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe ,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0| dt= |x0|−|xe|,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|2dt=−
1
b
(
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0|2 dt=ln
|x0|
|xe| ,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|3dt=
1
b2
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0|3 dt=−
1
|x0|+
1
|xe| ,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|4dt=
1
2b2
(n·x0
|x0|2 −
n·xe
|xe|2
)
− 1
2b3
(
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0|4 dt=−
1
2|x0|2 +
1
2|xe|2 ,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|5dt=
1
3b2
(n·x0
|x0|3 −
n·xe
|xe|3
)
+
2
3b4
(n·x0
|x0| −
n·xe
|xe|
)
,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0|5 dt=−
1
3|x0|3 +
1
3|xe|3 ,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|6dt=
3
8b4
(n·x0
|x0|2 −
n·xe
|xe|2
)
+
1
4b2
(n·x0
|x0|4 −
n·xe
|xe|4
)
− 3
8b5
(
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0|6 dt=−
1
4|x0|4 +
1
4|xe|4 ,∫ t
te
ve arccos
n·x0
|x0| dt=
[
(n·x0)arccosn·x0|x0| −(n·xe)arccos
n·xe
|xe|
]
+b ln
|x0|
|xe| ,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|3 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe dt=
1
b2
n·x0
|x0| ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe −
1
b2
ln
|x0|
|xe| ,∫ t
te
ve
n·x0
|x0|3 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe dt=−
1
|x0| ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe −
1
b
(
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
,∫ t
te
ve
|x0|5 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe dt=
1
3b2
(n·x0
|x0|3 +
2
b2
n·x0
|x0|
)
ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe +
1
6b2
( 1
|x0|2−
1
|xe|2
)
− 2
3b4
ln
|x0|
|xe| ,
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te
ve
n·x0
|x0|5 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe dt=
1
6b2
(n·x0
|x0|2−
n·xe
|xe|2
)
− 1
3|x0|3 ln
|x0|+n·x0
|xe|+n·xe
− 1
6b3
(
arccos
n·x0
|x0| −arccos
n·xe
|xe|
)
.
Here, we have made use of b2 = |x0|2−(n·x0)2.
Appendix B. The photon’s velocity in the Kerr-Newman spacetime
Here we give the derivation for the photon’s velocity u at the field point x with a given
direction n in the Kerr-Newman spacetime. Since the photon goes along the null geodesic of
the background spacetime, we have
gµνu
µuν = 0 , (B.1)
with uµ ≡ (1,u) denoting the 4D velocity of photon. The velocity u can be expanded as the
sum of the Minkowskian solution and the post-Minkowskian corrections
u = u0PM + u1PM + u2PM + · · · , (B.2)
where u0M denotes the Minkowskian solution for the photon’s velocity. u1PM and u2PM
represent the 1PM and 2PM contributions to the photon’s velocity, respectively. When
calculating the kPM contribution to the velocity, all higher-order contributions should be
dropped.
For the zeroth-order approximation, the spacetime is Minkowskian spacetime, the
photon’s velocity is just
u0PM = n , (B.3)
For the first-order approximation, we keep Eqs. (1)-(3) to the order of m, and then
substitute them into the null-geodesic equation (B.1), we have
−1 + 2m|x| +
(
1 +
2m
|x|
)
u2 = 0 . (B.4)
Substituting Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (B.4), keeping all the terms to the 1PM accuracy only,
and then taking into account of Eq. (B.3), we can obtain the 1PM contribution to the photon’s
velocity
u1PM = −2m|x|n , (B.5)
For the second-order approximation, we keep Eqs. (1)-(3) to the order of m2, and then
substitute them into the null-geodesic equation (B.1), we have
−1 + 2m|x| −
2m2+q2
x2
+ 2ζ ·u+
(
1+
2m
|x|+
m2
x2
)
u2 +
m2−q2
x4
(x·u)2 = 0. (B.6)
Substituting Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (B.6), keeping all the terms to the 2PM accuracy only, and
then taking into account of Eqs. (B.3) and (B.5), we can obtain the 2PM contribution to the
photon’s velocity
u2PM = n
[5m2+q2
2x2
− (m
2−q2)(n·x)2
2x4
− 2n·(x×J)|x|3
]
. (B.7)
Eq. (53) is just the magnitude of the summation of Eqs. (B.3), (B.5) and (B.7).
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